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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
The 3D converter basically provides functions to facilitate the use of 3D models from other software products..
Further, existing models can be loaded, edited, and stored in other formats.
It is aimed therefore, at all users who possess models, are able to create or obtain them, and at those users who
wish to use this software in addition to the other 3D visualisation applications they generally work with.

1.2

ACTIVATING THE 3D CONVERTER

Being a plug-in, the 3D converter is integrated in the plug-in toolbar in the software, from which it can be
selected with the

button. Unlike most other plug-ins the converter does not require that a project is open.

After the plug-in has been selected, a button with a folder icon appears in the vertical toolbar below the general
functions. A click on the folder button activates the converter.
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2 THE USER INTERFACE
The work area of the 3D converter is divided into four basic areas.
•

An area to select a file

•

A tree view of sub-objects, materials and light sources

•

An area for properties

•

A 3D preview with buttons for editing functions

The standard catalog remains visible in the right-hand margin, since textures and materials from the catalog can
be added using drag and drop to sub-objects in the 3D preview of the converter.
It is not possible to select 3D objects from the catalog.
All areas are separated by so-called splitters, and can be individually made larger or smaller by positioning the
cursor on a border and then adjusting the size of the area when the cursor function changes.
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2.1 THE FILE SELECTION AREA
This area allows you to navigate through the directory structure of the supported 3D files in order to select a file.
The buttons in the top margin provide the usual functions for displaying directories and for switching between
previously used directories. The button with the logo can be used to switch directly to the default directory for
objects in the catalog.

2.2 THE TREE
SOURCES

VIEW OF

SUB-OBJECTS, MATERIALS

AND

LIGHT

3D objects can be made up of several sub-objects, each of which forms an separate entity. For example a table
can be created from a table-top and a base. The number of sub-objects and their arrangement is defined when the
3D object is created and cannot be changed in the 3D converter.
However, it is possible to set sub-objects as invisible using the check boxes in the view. When the object is saved,
invisible sub-objects are automatically removed. It is therefore possible to create different versions of objects
which consist of sub-objects, by removing individual sub-objects.
Sub-objects can have their own names, under which they are listed in the tree view. If sub-objects do not have
their own names they are allocated the name of the object and numbered sequentially. If you click on a sub-object
in the tree view it is highlighted not only in the tree view but also in the 3D preview.
Each sub-object is automatically allocated a material, which is also shown in the tree view. A double-click on the
entry for the material opens the materials dialog.
Light sources are shown in the tree view in exactly the same way as sub-objects, irrespective of whether they
were already a part of the object or were created using the 3D converter.
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2.3 THE PROPERTIES AREA
The properties area provides numerous settings for the complete object and is divided into sections for specifying
documents, properties, information and scaling.

2.3.1

The Document Section

In this section PDF files, which are stored as part of the *.cyg file, can be assigned to an 3D object and thus
remain a part of the object should it be passed on to customers or other users. The PDF files can be used, for
example, to incorporate pictures, catalog pages, technical data or installation or assembly instructions for the
object. The PDF files can be displayed in various places in the CAD software. This provides the user or recipient
of the file with additional information concerning the object
To add a document simply click on the field next to ‘Document’ and load the PDF file using the ‘Open File’
dialog.
If a document is already contained in the object the ‘Available’ property changes to ‘True’.

2.3.2

The Properties and Scaling Sections

In the properties section the current dimensions of the object are shown and can be changed here. The settings in
the ‘Scaling’ section also apply here. If ‘Distorted Scaling’ is set to ‘False’, then all dimensions of the object are
altered proportionally.
For example: You load an object with the dimensions 100x100x100 (height, width, depth). The ‘Distorted
Scaling’ property is set to ‘False’ i.e. is not allowed. You change the height from 100 to 1 meter. All other values
are also changed automatically to 1 meter. If The ‘Distorted Scaling’ property were set to ‘True’, then the object
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would be 1 meter high and 100 meters wide and deep. Scaling functions in the same way in the associated
section, except that here scaling is specified as a percentage and not in absolute values.
Objects need to be scaled relatively often. Frequently data is received from systems which export 3D objects with
different scaling factors. It is not uncommon for 3D objects to be several 100 meters in size when loaded from the
original data. You should always pay attention to scaling and adjust it accordingly.
The other properties are:
•

Name: Specifies the logical name which, if present, is displayed in the CAD Software instead of the file
name.

•

Position: Defaults, which are used when positioning objects in the CAD Software. ‘None’ specifies at
any height, ‘Floor’ on the floor, ‘Ceiling’ on the ceiling’ and ‘Fixed’ at a fixed height.

•

2.3.3

Level: A predefined height for the object when it is positioned in the CAD software.

The Information Section

In this section article and manufacturer’s data can be allocated to the object, and can be shown in the CAD
Software in the properties dialog for the object,.
This data corresponds to that of the ‘Chunk’ editor in the CAD Software and is described in the documentation
for the basic software.

2.4 THE 3D PREVIEW WITH EDITING FUNCTIONS.
Various buttons are located in the top margin of the 3D preview The buttons are grouped together for:
•

Display mode

•

Displaying perpendiculars from points and surfaces.

•

Saving an object

•

Editing functions
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2.5 THE 3D PREVIEW CONTEXT MENU
A right mouse click in the 3D preview activates the standard context menu of the CAD Software.

3 EDITING AND CONVERTING OBJECTS
3.1 SAVING OBJECTS

3.1.1

Saving as an CAD Software Object (*.cyg)

With the

button the object is stored as an CAD Software object without any further processing. The file for

the CAD Software object is created in the same directory from which the original file was loaded. The filename
also remains unchanged, simply the filename extension is changed to ‘.cyg’.

3.1.2
The

Saving in other Formats
button activates the dialog for ‘Save object file as’, which allows the choice of a target directory, the

specification of a filename, and the selection of a target format from a list in the bottom right margin. The
appropriate extension is automatically appended to the filename according to the file format selected.
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3.2
The

CHANGING THE MATERIAL OF SUB-OBJECTS
button is only active when an object or a sub-object has been selected in the 3D preview. An object is

selected with a left mouse-click in the preview. Selected objects are shown in red.
Alternatively, the material editor can be activated with a double-click on the material entry for the sub-object in
the tree view on the left of the preview.

Materials and textures provided in the CAD Software catalog can be moved to the selected sub-object using drag
and drop.
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3.3

DEFAULT SETTINGS

To avoid having to re-enter the same settings for each object which is to be converted, certain default values can
be specified in the ‘Settings’ dialog. The default values defined here also apply in the case of batch conversion.
The

button activates the dialog for ‘Settings’.

If you generally receive or use objects which need to have their scale adjusted by a certain factor for use in the
CAD Software, then this value can be specified here under ‘Scaling’. The same applies for the option for the
placement of the object when it is used in the CAD Software.
‘Object Data’ provides details of the manufacturer of the product, and of the article itself.
All values specified here can also be entered individually in the properties area of the converter. The default
values basically help to simplify use of the converter.
Note: In order to save these values permanently, i.e they are still available after a restart of the Software, you
must click on the

button for ‘Save as default’ before exiting the dialog.

3.4 CONVERTING COMPLETE DIRECTORIES
If you have a large number of objects in one format, which generally can be converted with the 3D converter into
the CAD Software format without any further editing (e.g. *.3DS), it is possible to convert automatically the
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entire contents of the directory. Select the directory entry in the explorer area of the converter and click on the
right mouse button.

A click on the context menu entry for ‘Convert Directory…’ activates the following dialog.

You can specify here whether the results of the conversion, the new CAD Software objects, should be saved in
the same directory or in a new directory, and whether sub-directories should also be included in the conversion.
Default settings, which are allocated to each new object, can be defined under ‘Settings’.
A click on ‘OK’ starts the conversion. During the conversion a progress bar indicates the status of the operation.
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3.5

LIGHT SOURCES

The objects to be converted may contain light sources, which can be processed and have their properties changed
in the 3D converter. Additionally, new light sources of one of the four supported types can be added to any
object.

3.5.1

Editing Existing Light Sources

If an object contains one or more light sources, their presence is shown in tree view of the object hierarchy, to the
left of the preview.

A double-click on the entry for the light source activates the properties dialog for light sources. The dialog varies
in some respects depending on the type of light source. However, the basic procedure is the same for all light
sources. If you double-click on an object with a light source in the CAD Software, a properties section for the
light source is shown in addition to the normal properties of the object. Hence such properties as ‘Switched on’
and ‘Create shadows’ can be specified. Generally, these properties are activated by default in the converter. When
planning it may be necessary to switch of light sources, or prevent them casting shadows if the light source only
serves to increase overall brightness.
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The light source itself is not shown in the CAD Software visualization. However, it is shown in the 3D preview,
since in this case its position and, depending on the type of light source, its direction and angle can be adjusted.

Apart from positioning the light source numerically using coordinates, you can also position it directly in the 3D
preview using the mouse by placing the cursor on the ‘light source object’ and dragging it, keeping the left mouse
button pressed. The numerical coordinates for the position of the light source are automatically updated to follow
its movement.
Depending on the origin of an object with a light source, it can occur that it is not visible in the 3D preview,
although the visibility option has been activated. The reason for this might be that the light source is to far away
from the object, in this case check the coordinates, or that the light source is located within the object itself. This
is allowed in some applications.
This is exactly the case in the example shown from the CAD Software catalog. The light source is located within
the sub-object for ‘light bulb’. This means that in the 3D visualisation you see no effects whatsoever resulting
from the light source. The light is reflected within the sub-object and does not shine out. Therefore light sources
must be located outside an object, or the material of the object which surrounds the light source must be
transparent. As non-visible light sources in the 3D preview can not be moved initially using the mouse, they must
first be positioned outside the object by means of the numerical coordinates.
The properties for ‘Distance decline’ define to what extent the light becomes weaker, dependant on the method,
the distance and the amount of dimming specified.

3.5.2

Adding New Light Sources

A left mouse click on the

button opens a context menu to select the type of light source.

After an entry has been selected, the dialog associated with that particular type of light source is activated.
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3.5.2.1 Ambient Light Sources
Ambient light sources illuminate all areas of a scene uniformly, and thus increase the overall brightness. They do
not cast shadows, therefore this option is not available. The effects of an ambient light source are independent of
the position of the 3D object to which it belongs. The only purpose of the 3D object is to enable the properties
dialog for light sources to be opened and for the object (the light source) to be positioned from the catalog using
drag and drop. The preview in the properties dialog also has no relevance for the object.

The effects of an ambient light source are shown in the following two illustrations, the first with and the second
without an ambient light source.
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3.5.2.2 Directional Light Sources
Directional light sources illuminate the scene from only one direction, and are ‘internally’ infinitely distant from
the location of the observer or the building. The sun is an example of a directional light source.
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3.5.2.3 Point Light
Point light sources have a predefined position in the object and are the closest representation of real lamps which
form a part of furnishings. The light shines in all directions around the light source.

Further information about positioning the light source can be found in the section entitled ‘Editing Existing Light
Sources’

3.5.2.4 Spot Light
As with punctual light sources, spot lighting also has a predefined position in the object and therefore also
represents a real lamp. However the light does not shine in all directions as for a punctual light source but is coneshaped with a defined direction, angle and beam width.

The properties for ‘smooth edges’ and ‘Distance decline’ can be used to create specific effects, as shown in the
following example.
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Further information about positioning the light source can be found in the section entitled ‘Editing Existing Light
Sources’.

3.6

VISIBILITY OF SURFACES

Occasionally, 3D objects are to be converted in which certain surfaces, or the surfaces of certain sub-objects, are
not visible.
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The 3D converter provides two functions which nevertheless enable the use of such objects.
If the object consists of several sub-objects and all surfaces of a sub-object are incorrectly orientated, the
visibility of all surfaces can be reversed using the

button. In this case the object or sub-object must first be

selected.
This, however, would have no success for the example shown, since only one sub-object is present and within
this object only some surfaces are invisible. It is not possible to edit individual surfaces in the converter.
Reversing the visibility of the surfaces in the example, would only make the currently invisible surfaces visible,
and vice versa.
In the properties dialog for materials

we see that it is possible to specify for a material that both sides are

visible.

Activating this property for the material results in all surfaces being shown, independent of their orientation.
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3.7

RECALCULATING NORMALS

Just as frequent as objects with non-visible surfaces are objects which appear ‘angular’ in the CAD Software
visualization. This is often the case for sanitary objects which are in fact ‘rounded’.

The determining factor for this representation of the object are the point normals, which can be displayed for
checking by clicking on the

button.
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As can be seen in the illustration, at each point where surfaces meet several points normals are displayed, which
cause the ‘angular’ effect in the visualization in the CAD Software. For a selected sub-object the normals can be
recalculated by clicking on the

button. Instead of several normals a subsequent check shows only one.

After a recalculation, the transitions between surfaces now appear rounded in the visualization, which is also now
the case for the edges of the object.

3.8

RECALCULATING TEXTURE COORDINATES

Certain 3D formats such as 3D-DXF do not support material properties or texture coordinates. In order to be able
to later allocate materials or textures to these objects in the software, the required texture coordinates must first be
calculated. There are three options available to do this.
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The option to use depends on the shape of the object or sub-object for which the coordinates are to be calculated.
The result is always only an approximation. A 3D modelling program would be required to achieve an exact and
more detailed result. Nevertheless, many objects can be formatted in this way for visualization and use in the
CAD Software.
The results can be best shown in an example:
First of all a file without textures is opened, in the example a 3D DXF file.

Next we allocate a texture from the CAD Software catalog to the object with drag and drop, in the example a
‘sand’ texture.
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The appearance of the object has in fact changed, but not as we would normally expect in the CAD Software. The
structure of the ‘sand’ is not visible because the texture coordinates are incorrect. If we recalculate the
coordinates with the ‘Planar’ option, we see the following result.

After the coordinates have been calculated they can be modified, as in the CAD Software, with the dialog for
texture coordinates
software.

. Further information about this can be found in the documentation for the standard
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